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PROCEEDINGS 
MR. LESAR: On the record. 

| Since Mr. Moschella has just arrived and we were 

not on the record before, I will repeat just a few questions 

I am asking Mr. Johnson about compliance with the suiipoena 

which was issued and served on Dr. Rhoades last week. _ 

What materials did you bring in response to that 

a and what materials did you not bring? Ss 

MR. JOHNSON: TI brought the curbing from Dallas 

and the Commission Exhibit 399, the bullet, and gome ne special 
ee ee 

photographa of President Kennedy's clothing that we took 

at Mrs Weisberg's. er to abou him instead of the ciothing 

and in accordance with Mr. Weisherg's. requests of therrecord 

relating to. the question of the unkpéking of the President's 

tle. | 

MR. LESAR: The correspondence you have provided. 

teday, does that consist of all the records relating to the 

unknotting of the president's tie? — 

MR. JOHNSON: There is none. 

MR. LESAR: There was no correspondence made relevant 

to any investigation of the unknotting of the tie? 

MR. JOHNSON: No. 

MR. LESAR: The photographs of the President's 

C2S  
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clothing which you took -~- which the Archives took -- 

for Mr. Weisberg to show him, are there any restrictions 

Eeing placed on those photographs? 

MR. JOHNSON: Yes. 

They are not to be introduced as exhibits. 

They can be shown. 

- They were taken for the specific purpose of showing: 

. te researchers, and we don’t furnish copies of them. 
Sse 

We — already reaponded to a , Freedom of Thforma~ 

tion request on this question. 

MRe LESAR: What difference is there between nee “en a 

photographs which you have taken. for ‘Mr. Weisberg which you 

will not allow to be introduced into evidence and aother 

photographs of the President's clothing which are readily 

available? . a | | 

| MR. JOHNSON: Those are published or part of the 

record of the Warren Commission. | 

These we. took ourselves for the specific purpose 

of showing to researchers. | 

. MR. LESAR: “The photographs you have taken show the 

tie has been wnknotted, do they act? | 

_ MR. JOHNSON: Yes. 

MR. LESAR: Dees any published photograph show 

C7 
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- President's tie; is that correct? 

  | 
| i 

that the tie has been unknotted? 

MR. JOHNSON: No. 

MR. LESAR: Are the shekeemawaien you have of greater 

clarity than the ones published? 

MR. JOHNSON: TI have no knowledge. 

  

MR. LESAR: You have declined to produce the } 

"MR. JOHNSON: Yes. 

'. MR. LESARs On what grounds? 

     

   

MR. JOBNSON The Gonexak Counsel's office has. 

acted. on. that, and I assume they have presented the legal 

reason for that. You can find that in the record. 

Whereupon, - 

LYNDAL Le GEANES EELS 7 

wam watied: as a witness and, having first been duly sworn, 

was examined and testified as follows: 

BXAMINAELON BY COUNSEL FOR THE PLAINTIPP 

  

~=iBY MR. LESAR: 

G wana like you first, as a preliminary matter, 

to grate your background, how long you worked with the ‘var, | 

what you @id in your capacity as an FBI agent, and what. you 

did with respect to the investigation into President Kennedy's 

assassination. 

77s  
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a I started with the FBI in 1940 as a photographer, 

worked in the laboratories, from 1940 to 1948. 

In71948, I was assigned to the PBI laboratory 

documents section, spaclalteed photography of evidence, a 

infrared, various specialized types of evidentiary photography 

I received my BCS degree i 1951, and went back as 

@ special agent; and after training school, I was amukened: 

to betxodt as an. investigator. . 

In 1952, I was reassigned to the FBI laboratory ~ 

as a documents examiner trainee and for three vente trained. | 

to become a documents examiner. : Ses a oo 

In i355 until 1975, I was a documents en - 

and a photographic specialist with the FBI laboratory. I - 

aid examinations of handwriting, typewniting: all types: of 

related document examinations with a specialty in photo— 

graphic applications to document probiens, erasures » altera- 

tions, obliterations, specialized types of work. 

I handled, ds addition, photegraphic comparison 

when. they had such examinations to be made because of my 

experience in photography. 

I should probably backtrack to state, prior to 

" coming to the FBI I was a newspaper photographer in Nebraska 

and did portrait, commercial and news photography. 

(Ze  
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Because of my background in photography, I did 

photographic examinations. 

I have testified in all types of courts on both 

photographic and document cases. . 

That's basically my experience and backround: 

In June of 1975, I retired from the FBI and am 

new in private practice in Alexandria, Virginia, as a.” - . 

documents examiner and photographic specialist. 

@ # i beliewe I read you did some work in connection | 3 

with Howard Hughes. | 

B. .. Yese | 

tr have examined. Howard Hughes’ will referred to _ 

as the Mormon will on behalf of the Suma Corporation. 

My work in the FBI laboratory relative to the 

investigation of the assassination of President John P. 

Kennedy covered the examination of the Zapruder film, 

assisted the Commission in the reenactment that took place 

down in Dallas, made an examination of Oswald's shirt he 

was wearing at the time he was arrested, examinations of the 

photographs of Oswald. with the rifle and newspapers which 

. appeared on the front of Life Magazine, including an. examin= 

ation of the Life Magazine cover and the original picture 

from which that cover was made. 

727  



  

Q This was the photograph -- 

ro . Roo of Oswald holding the rifle and the two news- 

papers. 

YX made. examinations of che camera that was used 

   
to take that pletuxre and the. negative ef a similar picture. 

Q re I may interrupt, when you made examination — 

of these items, did you make any reports on them? 

‘Bh Yes. . | | id 

In all instances the results were reported to the ee 

. Warren Comet eaieis and, in many instances, I worked with | 

the Warren Commission. 

; Al : Q Did — report directly to the Warren ecomtaston? . 

h No. | 

hese were FBI laboratory reports furnished to the 

Commission.. | 

Q@ Who would you have furnished your reports to? . 

kh iy reports: waite prepared and sent through the 

_ Normal channels, my section chief. 

Q # Who was your section chief? 

h At that time, it would have been -- I'm not real 

sure -~ documents. section. 

It could have been Gus Bowles, or Bill Griffith. 
J 

£ am not sure what the year of their transition is.   HOOVER REPORTING CO, INC. T7, 

320 Massachusetts Avenue, N.E.- 
om eo 

Washington, 0.C. 20002 I 
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In addition to those examinations -—- there may 

have been others -- I made several examinations. 

fhe xecord shows all, the testimony X gave before .- 

the Commission. I testified before them or gave depositions 

relative te all the studies I made. . 

The other item that I et on was the piece 

of curbing. that was described as having a mark that looked | 

Like: it had been hit by a ‘bullets and I was sent. to Dallas - 

to find that spot, and if I found it, to retrieve it. 

i. aia it using photographs obtained. from various. 

newspaper sources, pictures made as a result of individuals 

that were. at that location on that date. Based on that, - 

sons “of the newspaper photographers: made photographs; a - 

based on those photographs, I was: able to locate the spot 

om the curb and arrange to have it removed. 

ft personally carried it back to the FBI laboratory 

for examination. | . . , 

&® You have been referring to a mark on the curbstone. 

Coula you describe that mark? ea 

BR Yes. | | 

‘It wag described to me as being a mark vhete, someone 

Saw & butlet had hit and it was along the curbing near the - 

Commercial Street side of the underpass: - - 

729 | :  
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Q@ On the south side of -—— 

BR My directions are — 

 Agross Dealey Plaza from the Texas School Book . 

Depository, across the street from the building where Mr. 

Zapruder was stanging. | . | 

Direction-wise, I don't know the direction: 

G& Hew far from the underpass was it? 

-A- IX don't recall. 

The record, I am sure, shows that. | . : * 7 

’ It seems to me it was somewhere around 25, 50: feet,” | 

, 

Q When.you located the curbstone, what dia the mark. 7 

appear Like te you? 

xR It was very dim, indistinct; but it was a fan — 

shape with the point of the fan generally in the direction 

ef the area across the street, Texas Schoolhbook Depository, 

| and the area where the assassination occurred; fanned out 

as anything would that hit and splashed; had that: fan-like 

appearance. a 

It is my recollection it was maybe an inch to an | 

inch and one-quarter “ong and maybe three-eighths to a 

half inch wide. | 

It was a long time ago.. 

20  
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Q I understand that. 

Was it obvious to you from the texture of it that 

something had been chipped off there at that point? 

A 860.6 Thera waa no chipping whatsoever. 

there was a smear on the curb, what I would call 

a smear, fan-shaped smear. 

Q@ Did you feel the curbstone? 

Bh No, I did not touch it in any way. 

 Q. bid you observe it under a microscope? 

A I. may have at a later date back at the Laboratory. 

' Not at. that date. - 

a . . 
sy 2 a 

E felt sure that I had the section of curb that waz. 

in -— been, deseribed based on “the photographs. 

Q The photographs of Mr. Dillard? . 

A 86Mr. pillard's photograph and relating to the other 

objects, I was. reasonably sure that I had located the right 

spot. 

_£ found no other spots that could be interpreted 

as: being 2 place vhere @ ballet had hit.. 

@ I would like. to have you step over here and take a 

look at this curbstone behind me. 

Eg this the curbstone that you located? 

aR Yes. 

23/  
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Q@ Can you find the mark on the curbstone? a 

& Here is my initials. 

I : ace it 8/5/64- 

“the mark is in the center, along the rounded edge. . 

@ . Can you feel that curbstone -- a 

Me. Johnston, can he place his hand over it? 

MR. JOHNSTON: No objection. 

“BY MR. LESAR: 

&. How does. it feel? ms a 

  

& Feels like cement. 

(& ‘the same as the rest of the concrete block? - : - ioe 

B i have no sensation of anything unusual. a: 

Does it feel more smooth than the rest of the 

concrete block? 

BR < am not in a position to make such an examination . 

of this today. . ae 

If you want. an examination made, I will be glad 

to make an examination. . . . 

what was not part of the examination. I was only 

sent to obtain the stone and left the examination to the 

ballistics experts who made those examinations. 

Q@ Dees it appear to be in the same condition as when 

you located it? 

732  
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A As near as £ can recall. 

This has been some time ago. 

MR. LESAR: I want to show you a copy of an FBI . _ 

Laboratory work sheshe and r would Like it marked as an 

“exhibit. . 

  

(The document referred | to o was. 
Lae 

marked Shaneyfelt exhibit = 

No. 1 for identification.) 

BY MR.. LESAR: 
\ 

“Ge ‘could - you just read briefly wak that. Laboratury 

work sheet says? 

    

‘A "Mark on curb is 23 feet 4 inches from Triple - os 

underpass: A direct shot from: sixth floor window FSBR 

weet. exoss: over little president in. center of Elm Street 

at about 18 feet elevation and at Zapsuder frame 410, 97 

frames after 313 or 5.3 seconds at 18.3 frames per second." _ 

@® That’s sufficient. 

Is that in your handwriting? 

A. Yes. 

@ Is. that the result of that microscopic examination 

you made? 

& Woe 

a This is not. 

033  
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Is it your recollection that you did prepare a 

report om your microscopic examination? 

' & £ made-no. nieroscopic examination, now 

GQ Did anyone else that you know of? 

h Yes. 
x am sure they did. 

I turned the stone over to the people in the 

spectrographic section, who made those examinations. 

@ Yow would expect, then —~ 

Would the spectrographic people have: alsa made. the . 

microscopic examination? | | 

| BR TI balieve that’s right. 

x may have: looked at it through a microscope at 

some time, but merely relative to making some additional 

photographs. or assisting the spectrographic people. 

MR. LESAR: I have another exhibit here. I would 

like marked. . 

(The document referred to was 

marked Shaneyfelt Exhibit 

No. 2 for identification.) 

BY MR LESAR: 

@ This is marked Shaneyfelt Exhibit 2. 

Coulaé you state whether or not that reflects the 

CY 
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Is 

results of any microscopic examination? 

& This is not my worksheet, but the terminology indicates 

that it was spectrographically examined, not microscopic. Le 

Q .All right. 

    

    
   

    

  

    

  

   

Wey were Speaking earlier of the reports you nade 

and you said they were submitted to your section chief. . 

Do. you xecall what reports you. saw relative to. the 

assassination of the President? — 

AR What reports I saw? | 

‘Yes. Right, e 
: Restricting it to this. curb? 

For the moment, we wilt. restrict Rt to that, yes 

r
e
 PF 

‘The only report, to my recollection, was my. repo 

thie Shaneyfeit Exhibit 1 and also included the spectrogzaphic 

analysis which is shown on Exhibit No. 2 was included is ‘that 

report. | : | 

‘ That's the only report on tee eurbing that £ know 

4 Would copies: of your reports have been sent to the 

  

A I don't know that. 

  

It seems logical, but I don't know. 

Coe  
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@ Would it be normal FBI procedure to send it to that 

office? 

AR I don't recall that. ff really don’t. I just don't 

know. 

    

    

@ Do you recall seeing any other reports relating te ; 

“any other test ‘pereouued on the curbstone? 

A Maw. 

analysis | was , made ef the curbstone? 

B Not to. my knowledge. 

eC Dia you gee any neutron setivntion analysis on any 

A eye? . E fiitenece: 

a Rarlier, before you had had a chance ts examine 

this curbstone, you. described the ‘shape and Pinenalone of the 

smear. | 

‘Was: your description fairly accurate based on your 

_Eecollection? 

wk Not too .. 

| Q ware you like to amend it? 

'R -F note it is more elliptical in shape on the actual 

eurb, now, rather than fan-shaped. 

G@ And as to the dimensions? 

026  
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A Wot nearly as long. It looks to be about five- 

sixteenths by one-half or five-eights -- smaller than I 

recall. 

8 I believe that one of the reports that we have 

indicates that the smear is approximately 1 inch by 1 and 

three-quarters: inches. _ 

I will show you that report in just a second. . . 

‘This is a. sketch which is attached to the laboratory 

work. sheet’ which we just iaeeodice as Shaneyfelt Exhibit 2 

x would like you to take a look at that. 

  

     What does that reflect : as to the dimensions of the. 

  

&. Indicates it is about 1 inch long. ; 

@ and how wide? | . 

A Three-quarters. 

a Of an, inch. 

Is at possible for the core of a bullet, which would 

have a diameter approximately one-eighth of an inch, to make” 

@ snear with those dimensions? . 

A I have no idea. 

I have ne: expands in that line. 

@ Did you see the worksheets of the spectrographic 

analysis. which was. made on the curbstone? 

737 
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A... I believe I only had this, Shaneyfelt Exhibit 2, 

furnished. to me to include in my report. 

  

a the original notes on the test itself? 

  

Fhe. déawing obviously was attached. 

      

    

   
   

   

   

nd eo x have no recollection of. what else may have been, 

attached, it anything. 

Q What siesetion does the drawing show the bullet 

coming ‘from? 

A ‘iz don't find a _ direction indicated here. 

  

There ‘is a 33 degree dvawing listed as 33 Gegrece 

with. no. notation of what that refers .to, whether: 

  

“up or down or sideways or what — this is not my drawing, 

a e - —— x can get no more out of it than you can. 

  

“Q Which and of the drawing is higher, the right. ox 

left? 

  

A ‘which drawing? 

I can't get any more out of that than anybody ste 

It.is not my drawing. . 

Q@ AL AGRE.     
Are you famitiar with the kinds ef records that are. 

wsually made when. one endacs a spectrographic analysis? - 

A we, = am not. 

a, @ pid you make any‘report on your observations of the. 

HOOVER REPORTING CO, INC. 4 
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curbstone? 

A You mean in Dallas? 

Q Yes. 

AB think that report would have been one covered by 

this worksheet, Shaneyfelt Exhibit I. : 

Q qhat's not your work sheet. 

A This is. 

‘Q@ That is all that you would have reported? 

A Yes. — | 

My only report would be for the location of it; I - 

made no examination of it in the FBI Laboratory. | 

I made photographs of it which I furnished to the 

Commission, and I believe I testified relative to the report 

in which, eather than having the spectrographic examiner 

testify, I believe they just included along with my testimony 

a copy of his results which appear on this work sheet. 

Q@ You testified, I believe, that you had -— that you 

made a study of the Zapruder film. 

aR Yes. 

Q@ Did you number the frames on the Zapruder film? 

| A 6p Yes, I did. 

Q Were there any frames missing at the time you 

numbered them? 

Ce7  
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MR. RYAN: I think I will object on relevancy grounds 

Se the scope OF the question: I think it goes beyond the 

mandate of the court of Appeals to determine whether or. not. 

there are any additional pepexts pertaining to scientific 

tasts. 

XI don't think that question goes to that. 

XY will permit the witness to answer. 

“BY MR. LESAR: 

  

Qa The question is, were there. any frames missing rom: 

  

a “there. were not. 

Q. Are ‘you referring to the , original copy of the: 

  

capemley film or a copy? 

  

kB aia not do the numbering: on the original. 

‘The initial —— was made from a copy of the 

tapruder ote which 1 was furnished to the FBI laboratory by 

| the Secret , Sexvions the numbering was done on that copy. 

At the time the original was obtained, there werer oo 

' as I reeall, baal cranes missing where a splice had been made. 

vhis was ani cially denied by Life Magazine ag. having 

any part of that splice. 

  

After Mr. Weisberg accused me of having cut the. 

film out to conceal evidence, Life Magazine subsequently ys 

20. 
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admitted that one of their employees had made that splice. 

_Q Did you make any report on the missing frames? 

A 6 aid not. . 

| Not to my knowledge, Lita 

@ De you know of anyone in the FBI who did? 

ae | 
- = handled all the examination of the eaciaman™ fim. 

whera was no reason for a report on it becaude I had access 

to those four frames in my examination because of the. copy... ms 

Phere was never any avacencn | ee iwiee that It didn't 

wt. 

a bid the copy that you had. show the manyenel, naterial 

in the filme 

R €f don"t macalt. that. 

Q For example, did it have material betwnen the 

sprocket holes? 

BR «€©F say, X don't recall. 

@ Isn't it custouiary that. material is autowatically 

elininated. in copying? 

MR. RYAN: I think IX will object to that question. 

that's asking for the witness to draw a acnailianton 

regarding a practice of the FBI laboratory that has no 

relevancy to the suit. 

241  
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22 

MR. LESAR: ‘Yhe response to that; first, 

. Mr. Shaneyfelt has testified he is a photographic expert 

r : ana it seems to me it is within his competence and experience 

- bo: answer that. 

"HE WITNESS: I am going to refuse to answer any 

more questions along those lines om the grounds they” are 

outside the order from the court. 

Is that agreeable with you? 

MR. RYAN: Yes. 

| BY MR. LESAR: 

@ want to return for a second to the pictures of |. 

the eurbstone which you took. 

Did you take any picture of the curbstone in 

A. Yes. _ 

.@ You dia. 

How many? 
a I don’t know. I have no recollection. 

E would estimate that I took just a standard 

ebject -—— what I would call an cbject shot photograph, just 

a picture of the curbstone which I suspect is one of the 

Shaneyfelt exhibits in the Warren report, maybe from both 

 gides; I am not sure; ta get the full view: I don't recall 

CGA  
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that. 

I xvecall making what I would refer to as macro- 

| “graphs , slightly enlarged’ photographs of the area where the 

lead deposit was. 

I believe I made some in color, but I can't be 

: sure of that. 

“: g pda E understand you. correctly to say that you did 

take close-ups? 

-& I did take what I would refer to as a mactograph, 

the area ef the bullet enlarged to roughly 8 by 10 size, as 

As I recall, I think it may have been ie color. 

& pid yor make any comparisons with the news photo— 

graphs of the carbstone mark? 

. x Not that f. recali, uC. 

may have duplicated one of the newspaper. phota- 

gzaphs at the time K took a picture in Dallas of the curbing 

_ with maybe a marker to show where I had located it to show 

: . the comparison of the newspaper photograph and my photograph 

ef the same area. 

I may have done that. I don't really recall that. 

I did not sit down and compare them in a scientific 

C43  
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MR. LESAR: Fine. 

Me, Johnson, you have a couple of photographs 

| theze that you brought with you. 

Did you take the photographs of the President's 

EE WITNESS: I really do not recall. 

ZL suspect not. 

Et may have been done under ny supervision by 

= photographers working in my department. 

I really do not recall. 

< BY MB. LESARs 

Q@  £ want to show you a Xerox of a composite, FBI 

: Bahibit 60, composite photograph. 

De you recognize that as one that you aid? 

_ oA ‘No. £ do not recognize it. 

. Bid you observe the President's clothing? 

A E think I may have seen it. I made no examination 

of it. 

2 E am sure I saw it. 

In fact, we had some items of it during the 

reenactzent.. 

Q Which items did you have during the reenactment? 

A. fhe President's coat and Connally's coat, those two | 
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items. 

Qa De you recall, from viewing the tie, that there 

| was a nick on it? 

A I don’t know that I recall that from viewing it 

x ox. fom knowing it from talking to other examiners. 

a At the time you saw the President's. red was it 

a * knotted or unknotted? 

_@& have no recollection of that. 

I would say knotted, but -— 

7 Q. Let. ma show you another Warren Commission Exhibit, 

- c-31, which. is a photograph of the tie. 

Do. you: ‘recognize that phatograph? 

Bs Ho, EF do not. 

/ MR. LESAR: Mr. Johnson, could you pass me those 

photographs just a second? 

MR. JOHNSON: I would rather keep them. . - 

BY MR. LESAR: 

| @ My. Johnson is showing you a photograph of a tie. 

What dees it say cn the back of that photograph, 

Mr. Johnson? 

MR. JOHNSON: Necktie, front in knot area. 

BY MR. LESAR: 

Q Do you see a nick present en that tie? 

CYS  
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A Yes, I see a hole; it appears to me to be a hole. 

8 What's its position on the tie? 

“ ib . Fhat*s obvious to anybody that Looks: at it. This 

“ts not an area of my expertise. 

X have made no examination of the necktie, XL do 

“not plan to make an examination of 4t here today... 

Q Could you just say, middle, side of the tie? 

o eK A This is not a part of the axamdination I made. 

E am not an expert. : 

@ I am just asking you to look at it. - 

fhe reason I am doing this, the Archives has 

"refused to let us put this in evidence through texoxing. 

Por the record, I just want you to say where on 

‘A. e's on the left side as I view the photograph, as 

‘E look at it. - 

Q. As. ie President was wearing the tie, Le would be 

- OB the front, right side of the tie? 

Ak E think that’s the way it works. 

~ UBSAR:. ix. duimeun, would you shew hile the 

 pecina photograph of the tin? 

MR. JOBNSOMe Necktie, President Kennedy, back. 

: | 08  
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BY MR. LESAR: 

@ De you see any nick on the back of the tie? 

A No, XI don't. 

. LESARs: Mr, Johnson, I think there is some 

ot other photographs there. 

. JOHNSON: Collar ef shirt front,. back to front. 

BY MR. LESAR: 

° o Did you make any photographs of the President! s 

  

“hice and collar? 

“2 Foe he ‘Wot to my recollection. 

@ «Net to your recollection. 

bid you examine the shirt? 

a ZX did not. 

7 a For the purposes of your reenactment ee Dallas, 

ata you examine the shirt? 

. he I did not. 

oe Were there any photographs of the clothing taken 

ander your supervision? 

A. Phere may have been. 

a The photographs may have been made wade my super= 

vision by people ins ny daretieent, 

@ Do you recall who would have done that? 

a E have no recollection, no% 
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MR. LESSAR: Could you let me sea the first photo- 

grvaph of the ahirt there? 

Yes. 

That's not the collar. 

Bid you bring one of the collar? 

MR. JOHNSON: ‘There is another one. 

This is a copy cf the collar, though, the. inside. 

MR. LESAR: Yes. All right. “2. 

Is. there a description of the photograph on the 

MR. JOHNSON: No. 

there is no description. 

> 4 MR. EBSAR:: 

a Mr. Shaneyfelt,. could you describe wat you are 

4 hontsing at? 

oe he Phestograph: of a collar area of 2 shirt and a 

‘necktie coming out from under the collar but not tied, 

"pcodend 2 . 

- 2 Do there appear to be tears cr holes in the collar 

a. ‘Rot that I can see in this photograph, no. 

There may be some there in the shadow area, but 

there isn’t anything based on this photographiI can 
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interpret as a tear or hole. 

. ® I would like to ask you a couple more questions 

| tekuendrs kh Saenitent £2ie. 

- | Are you familiar vith a man named willis? 

_ I recall that there were sone pCO GT ETS made by 

Me. willis. 

; - Bid. you trace the peakcton of Mr. willis in the 

| zapruder £ilm? 

A XI may have. I don’t recall. 

co I really don't recall. I may have... 

ALL night. 

- . Did you — you don't recall whether ox! nots you: 

testified to that? | - 

& XI may have. I really don’t recall that specifically 

one I suspect that ‘I did, but I would hewe ta check 

"the record. I am sure the record speaks, for itself. 

| G Would it disclose that there was a straight-line 

relationship between Mr. Willis and Mr. Zapruder, both of 

whom are photographing the same event? 

a. E don't recall that. I really don’t recall that. 

Q With respect to the Zapruder film, did you ever 

request access ts the original? 

MR. R¥AH: I think I will ebject again on the 
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grounds of relevancy. 

The witness can answer if he can recall, but I 

don’t see the relevancy. 

fHE WITNESS: fo the best of my recollection, the 

7 request was made through the Warren Commission. the Warren 

. Commission actually made the request; I did not make it, 

- setamy, ox I. don’t recall the FBI ever asking for it. 

" BY MR. LESAR: 

@ You made the FBI study of the Zapruder film, but 

“you made it only from the copy? 

“" -@ Phat’s correct. 
« 

fhe original was not available to us. I. believe 

. we: were aware it was not available. 

After the Warren Gemiantion got farther into the 

atudy, we encouraged them to obtain the ae | which 

@ Did you have available to you slides from the 

. original? 

| he Yes, I did. 

. *hese were actually made at my request for the 

Warren Commission. 

Q Do you recall when you: numbered the Zapruder film, 

how many frames you numbered? 
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that reflects what you see on the curb today and what you saw     
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a No, I do not. 

Q All right. 

XE think we are just about done. 

Let me confer with Mr. Weisberg just one seacond 

Mr. Ryan, could we take just a Evieeaeboden break 

and we will cone back an@ finish up right aay» think, 

MR. RYAN: Fine. 

(Break.) 

MR. LESAR: On the xvecord. 

: BY MR.. LESAR: 

: oe Mr. Shaneyfelt, I would like to pass you a . copy of 

what you saw on the curbstone at the time you located it in 

AQ E would say that it does. 

oO Dees it accurately reflect what you see on the 

curbstone today? 

A I believe it does. 

Q “Phe phetegraph that I just handed you and you state 

777  
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when you located it in Dallas in 1964 is Shaneyfelt Exhibit 

Cc ; No.. 23. 

Do you remember the Dillard photograph? 

  

A Not without seeing it. 

-& Okay. | is 

: . I am going to show you a copy of a photogxayh == 

“ z will pass you the Warren Commission, Volume 21, and ask you 

‘to jook at Shaneyfelt Exhibit No. 29, on the righthand side 

of the page rather than the one at the hottom left. 

. . This is the same photograph that we have. attached 

: as Exhibit No. 4. of the depositions taken on February 24. 

| £ want to repeat the same questions. - | 

. one, does that photograph accurately re®teck what 

was on the curbstone when you located it in Dallas? 

 & ~~ To the best of my recollection. | 

X should point out that that arrow that's on there 

  

is an arrow I put on the copy I. furnished to the Warren 

Commission. 

  

E. recognize that photograph as being one of thes 

is “ghat I have. : 

a Does that accurately represent what yau ‘a on the 

curbstone when you found it? 

B I think it does. 
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It's a shadow area and difficult to know -— toa 

ay : interpret the shadow. 

It pretty well looka like an elliptical, oval 

  

a . Does. it reflect what you see on the mentation 

today? | 

a Approximately, yes. 

g What difference? lon 

A tet BA «©£ don’t know that I see any ditferences. — 

4 _ & ALL right. a 

I have a couple more questions here.. 

Did you make any -—- you referred earlier to 

photographs of Lee Harvey Oswald that appeared in Life 

Magazine holding rifle and. newapaper — 7 

| a. Cover of Life Magazine, yes. . 

. Q Did you make any photographic analysis ot that 

. photograph? | 

ke Yes, XI did. 

I made an analysis of the reproduction. on the cover 

- and the Warren Comsission obtained from Life Magazine tha 

eriginal photograph that was -—~ had considerable art work on | 

ie used to make that cover. 

I had made an examination of that photograph that 

HOOVER REPORTING CO, INC. | 792 
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Life Magazina furnished regarding the art work on it and 

' comparison of the cover with the original photograph, and 

that was testified to before the Commission and it is in the 

_ xecord. 

-Q For what purpose did you make that analysis? 

A =. That analysis was made because some people felt 

that it, or it was brought to the Warren Commnission‘s 

. . u 

attention — and, as I recall, to Chief Justice Earl Warren 

"himself -- that the rifle in the photegraph -—- I can't 

recall now — there was a part that @idn’t show, whether it 

was a site or some other part that didn't -show in the Life 

Magazine reproduction; and, because of this, it was felt 

‘that it was not the same rifle aa the Oswald rifle or the 

‘one that had been located on the Texas School Book Depository 

Building. 

- For this — they requeated an examination of 

the Life Magazine cover, comparison of that photograph with 

the photograph that had been obtained from Oswald's 

possessions. 

"made chet compunison, and. sepoxted £3 the 

Commission that it was, in my opinion, the same photograph; 

but the reason parts ef the rifle did net show were because 

ef art work done to the vhotegraph prior to reproduction. 

"y  
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Semeone had inadvertently painted over some 

portion of the rifle. 

They contacted Life Magazine, wo denied this, 

ak there was any art work done whatsoever. 

They subsequently subpoenaed the photograph that 

was. cnet to make the cover, and it was, in fact, retouched. 

o 9 Was there not alse a charge that Oswald's head had 

been superimposed. en that photogrash? 

h That was Oswald's remark that it was his. face but 

not his bedy when he was shown that photograph. 

I made an examination and established not oniy was 

ke mee « composite but te was taken with the xodak dual 16 

camera. | | 
ag How did you establish that? | 

BR OF think we are getting far afield again. 

& I want to ask whether or not you made any report 

en. that. 

Aa 8=©=si@Eseeb' ee testify before the Commission, and it is in 

' the record, regarding the identity ef those negatives. 

Is your report in the record? 

I don't know that. 

But you did make a report? 
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Commission either by deposition or direct testimony. 

I think it was direct testimony. 

Qa Did your report deal with the shadows cast by the 

boar 
i B Xt has been too long ago. 

You would have to look at the testimony in the 

| Warren report. 

7 - o One final question. 

_ You made a remark earlier taat Mr. Weisberg had 

: accused you of something -- I believe it was of cutting 

. cartain frhinen? out of the Zapruder film. 

A. Yes.- 

a pid. you file any reports on this or did you see 

any vaports on this charge or have you seen any reports on 

~ Wetsherg and ais work at all? 

MR. RYAN: I will object and let the witness 

answer over the ebjection if he can or chooses to do so, 

THE WITNESS: I did not make a report on that. 

I had considered bringing suit against Mr. Weisberg 

for photographic whitewash because of the renarks that were 

made in that. | 

I decided that I would not. 

I made no report to the Commission or anybody else. 
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I think this may have been even after the report 

I don’t zecall, 

_ BY MR. LESAR: 

8 While you were with the FBI, you made no report 

to the FBI ahout this? 

ons I diseussed it with etfielals of the FBI, includ- 

doar tala. eouneall, but no report, as I recall. 

Q@ What officials at the PBI? 

k tan going to refuse to answer any additional 

questions in that regard... 

He has cana me enough disereen already 1 without 

going any farther. 

@ Have you geen. any reports on Mr. Weisberg at the 

EBE .oF. on his.. books? 

& Not to my knowledge. 

- LESAR: ‘That's fine. 

That concludes the deposition. 

(ihereupon, at 11:30 A.M. the taking of the 

| deposition was ended.) 
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I have read the foregoing 37 pages which contain 

@ correct transcript of the answers made by me to the 

questions therein recorded. 

  

  Subscribed and sworn to before me this day 

ae 

  

Notary Public 

My comission expires : i. 
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_ foregoing deposition was taken, do hereby certify that the 

“was. @uly sworn by me, that the testimony of said witness 

was taken by me stenographically and thereafter reduced to. 

4 typewziting by ma; that said deposition is 2 true record ef 

the ‘testimony given by said witness; that I am. neither: counsed 

- for, related to nor employed by any of the parties to the 

atten in which this deposition was taken; and, furthax, that. 

. I am not a relative or employee of any attorney or exuonall. 

employed by the. parties hereto, nor financially or otherwise 

My commission expires October 14, 1981.     
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CERTIPICATS OF NOTARY 

I, Sandra S. Morgan, the officer befere whom the 

witness whose testimony appears in the foreyoing deposition 

interested in the outcome of the action. 

Souda S, Vorgan 
Notary Public in and 

the District of Columbia 
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